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“

I’VE NEVER SCORED A GOAL IN
MY LIFE WITHOUT GETTING A
PASS FROM SOMEONE ELSE.

ABBY WAMBACH

ne of the best pieces of advice I ever received was this: “Micah, you need to know
what winning looks like every day.” While
it was the best piece of advice it was also the least
explained piece also. At first I thought it meant how
do you get your way today, or check off every box on
your list today, or get closer to that promotion today.
Needless to say, I really missed the point of what was
being said. Winning every day isn’t about black and
white victory, it is about marginal progress. Whatever
that goal is that you are working towards, how can
you inch closer today? Of course by the time you
are close enough to that goal you will form another
so the process never really finishes. It won’t end, but
tiny victories combine to make progress. We push to
become relevant in culture, to get in front of customers, to be seen as authentic. They are hard fought
victories, won a day at a time, an inch at a time.

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
MICAH HEYKOOP

“

WHEN PEOPLE FALL INTO DANGER, THEY ARE
THEN ABLE TO STRIVE FOR VICTORY.

Sun Tzu
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FINDINGS

WHO DOESN’T LOVE
FREE STUFF?
Here are 300+ awesome free things for
awesome people (and entreprenuers).

READ HERE

TGI Fridays trolls the world with “catcalling” video that objectifies food.

READ HERE

IT’S NEVER TOO
LATE TO START
You can start your new venture at
any age according to these
infographics.

READ HERE

1.1

FINDINGS // BUSINESS

APP CALLING

HOT DUDES READING
Banana Republic harnesses the Instagram account: @Hotdudesreading.

READ HERE

Would you trust Facebook with your
bank account?

READ HERE

INSTAVID
Instagram’s advice for making the best
videos.

READ HERE

1.2

FINDINGS // SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK AND
BANKING?

WHITE AND GOLD OR
BLUE AND BLACK?
The dress that spawned Internet rage.

READ HERE

FINDINGS // CULTURE

MAKE YOUR DEMANDS
Text this number, and you’ll get
anything you want (that’s legal).

READ HERE

INTERNET SIGN
LANGUAGE
From photoboming to the five second
rule, you can now sign all of your
favorite phrases and sayings.

READ HERE

1.3

APPLE WATCH 411
Everything you need to know about
the Apple Watch.

READ HERE

Shazam is now moving into the
physical realm, starting with retail
products.

READ HERE

FONEBOOK
Facebook is investigating a new voice
calling app that will screen calls and
track information.

READ HERE

1.4

FINDINGS // TECHNOLOGY

GET YOUR VEGGIES

IKEA DOES
SMART FURNITURE
Yes, this is a thing and it’s about to
catch on.

READ HERE

Some of today’s most innovative designers forecast what the world of design will look like in 2020.

READ HERE

TWEETS IN PRINT
Transforms your favorite tweets into
unique art prints.

READ HERE

1.5

FINDINGS // DESIGN

DESIGN OF THE
FUTURE
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TOOLS

TOOLS

HOPPER
“HOW TO BOOK THE
CHEAPEST FLIGHT
EVER”
A flight tracking site/app that provides real-time price
alerts and price prediction on routes.

GET I T HERE

2.1

TOOLS

GRID IT

“CREATE GALLERY
TILES, GRIDS AND
COLLAGES”
Looking to create those super cool Instagram grids you see
all the cool kids doing? Your app solution: Grid It

G E T I T HE RE

2.2

TOOLS

MEERKAT

“TWEET LIVE VIDEO”
Meerkat allows you to stream live video from your phone
to all of your Twitter followers at once.

GET I T HERE

2.3

TOOLS

PEG
“THE ULTIMATE
INFLUENCER FINDER”

D E SKTOP

Find the right YouTube influencer for any project.

2.4
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COLOR THEORY

C.1

C.2

“

SOMETIMES IT IS THE PEOPLE NO ONE
IMAGINES ANYTHING OF WHO DO THE THINGS
NO ONE CAN IMAGINE.”
Alan Turing
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F E AT U R E S

A

As the for mer SVP of Sales & Retail Marketing for TOMS,
Sarah Lassek recently launched SL Apparel Solutions, where
she is focused on building brands and teams in the fashion
industry.

s you read this article, it is not news
that you are simultaneously being bombarded by hundreds of other bits of information from other sources – emails,
things you are supposed to “like” on
Instagram, Tweets, political noise, products people are
trying to get you to buy and so on. It is a miracle any
of that actually gets through to us and sticks. So if
you are the founder of a burgeoning brand or trying to
launch a new product, it is critical to maximize brand
relevance and get your product or idea to stick with
your target consumers.
I think the natural inclination here is to jump straight
into thinking ‘I just have to put up a website, get on
social media and Tweet the hell out of my product.’
But while the digital age has presented us with endless marketing and communication tools, there’s too
much noise here to rely solely on this approach for your
brand.

BRAND
RELEVANCE
By Sarah Lassek

4.1

My career has been spent predominantly in the greater
fashion industry, so many of the following suggestions
come directly from my own successes (and failures!)
with ready-to-wear, accessories and footwear. However, to give the Digital Age props…it has brought us all
a lot closer and allowed for more synergies between
industries and ideas so there is certainly a broader application past fashion.

WHAT IS YOUR STORY?
Back to busting through all those bits of information
we are bombarded with everyday, the most critical
thing for a new brand to do is to identify, develop and
stick to your story. If you think about some of the most
successful and identifiable brands in the world – Apple,
BMW, Rolex, Whole Foods, Vogue, Nike – each one of
them from inception have not waivered from their story. In developing not just a clear mission statement, but
a consistent story that is the thread through all product offerings, supports the design aesthetic, guides the
pricing and reaches your target consumer, it is much
harder to get ‘lost’. The story should come first as it is
the foundation of the brand and the litmus test for all
decisions. It is also what determines who your target
consumer is and helps identify all the ways you can
communicate with them.

MEAN SOMETHING

often these purchases are not researched, they are impulsive and the product they are buying is likely feeding some emotion. Understanding where your brand
or product falls on the spectrum is important because
it will dictate the odds of connecting with your target
consumer and how you sell (e-commerce, brick & mortar retail, trunk shows, promotional and social media
strategy), where you sell (what type of retailers – high
end, mass, pop up’s) and when you sell (seasonality, delivery frequency).

“

THE STORY SHOULD
COME FIRST AS IT IS THE
FOUNDATION OF THE
BRAND AND THE LITMUS
TEST FOR ALL DECISIONS.”

Understanding how consumers shop and what drives
them to make a purchase is critical to your brand staying relevant. This does not mean you have to do intense
consumer focus groups or buy expensive industry data
reports, it can be as simple as getting into stores and
talking to people, observing behaviors, soliciting feedback and understanding what the triggers are for purchasing. For example, contemporary apparel or handbags are not “needs” they are “wants” and purchases
are usually driven by emotion. We have all heard of
“retail therapy” – no one goes to the drug store to buy
tissues when they are upset – we go to the mall. Most

4.1

EDITING IS KING
A mistake new brands often make is trying to be all
things to all people with its initial collections or product
offerings. When launching a new line, my suggestion is
to take a bit of the less-is-more approach. Taking the
time to edit the collection so it maintains the DNA of
the brand and stays focused on the core product offering is critical in appealing to buyers or end consumers.
If the collection or offering is well-merchandised so it
is made up of tight, edited stories or groupings that
are representative of what the brand/season/trends
are about, a buyer is able to better visualize why your
brand is important and how it will look on his or her
floor. If there are too many SKU’s or product offerings
that start to stray from the core offering, you will not
only lose focus, but will likely sell less because orders
will be scattered across too many styles and you cannot
drive volume into key items. Merchandising and SKU
planning are instrumental to achieving your sales targets. Understanding exactly what you need to offer to
meet your financial targets each season is the best place
to start planning your line.

“

THERE HAS TO BE THE
TRIFECTA OF ELEMENTSA GREAT STORY,
A STRONG STRATEGY,
AND INSIGHTFUL AND
INSPIRING CREATIVE.”

If you are a digital-only company, the same theory applies to e-commerce. Think about how your target consumer shops. Will they tend to come back once a month
or once a season? Should you have a tightly edited offering more frequently so the consumer finds newness
each time he or she visits the site or is your product
something that is a big, one-time purchase? Regardless, your website is a virtual retail floor so make sure
the site is well-merchandised where not only does the
assortment reflect your brand story and grab the customer but the collection(s) or items are shoppable and
easy to navigate.

4.1

PARTNER UP
I state the obvious when I say great marketing is one of
the most critical aspects to the success of a new brand
or product launch. What is not so obvious is what constitutes ‘great marketing’ and identifying ways to make
an impact without necessarily breaking the bank. One
way that is impactful, relatively inexpensive and generates incremental brand awareness is a partnership or
collaboration with another brand or brands. There has
been an influx of great collaborations in the fashion
industry as of late including Missoni x Converse, Alexander Wang x H&M, VANS x Star Wars and recently
announced, both Nike x Sacai and H&M x Coachella.
The latter is to me one of the more interesting because
of the industry cross-over and strategy to expose both
brands to a wider audience. While Coachella has now
become synonymous with fashionistas, it is good to take
a cue from this partnership in that thinking outside of
your industry box is a good place to start developing a
collaboration or partnership. For example, if you sell
fixed gear bicycles, think about what other lifestyles
are complementary – maybe music, food, potentially
social causes, art, etc. Cross-merchandising in a partner brand’s store or establishment or on their website,
hosting a joint event or promotion or even creating
dual-branded product are ways to capture consumers
that may have been going to get a snack and were not
thinking about a bike…until then.

4.1

QUANTIF Y IN G
YO U R VICTO RIES
By Puno Dostres

E

very week, you are pouring your heart
and soul to your business. Doing everything you can to sustain it. You’re
staying up at night thinking… is this
working? When will all this work start paying off ?
I hear this a lot: “This week, I feel good. I’m getting a
lot of traction.” When I ask, “How do you know that?”
That damn cricket starts rubbing it’s wings together.
Eff you cricket!!
Feelings are great, but they come with other feelings
like fear, confusion, and overwhelm. Once you have
laid out manageable goals, you’ll have a better understanding of where you are now and how long it’ll take
to get there. You’ll be able to turn fear into confidence,
confusion into clarity, and overwhelm into let’s DO
this!

4.2

For Map (@madewithmap) and ilovecreatives, I created a spreadsheet that allowed me to track my business
growth. If you don’t have a revenue based business
(yet), you can use this spreadsheet to track your marketing efforts as you figure out your business. Marketing is the other half of this business beast and starting
early is a great way for you to begin carving out your
community.
DOWNLOAD THE
SPREADSHEET

Now, grab the spreadsheet and make a copy.

WHERE
YOU’RE AT
The first thing you need to do is fill out the Name of
the Number You Want to Grow (A). Examples: Instagram followers, mailing list subscribers, pageviews, etc.
Then, fill out the actual number (B) that you are at
now. That’s right, go look it up! You’ll be looking this
up all the time.

WHERE YOU
WANT TO BE
See that percentage number (C)? That’s your growth
percentage. Scroll all the way to the right until you
see 6 Month Milestone and you’ve got what 10% week
over week growth will get you. I had 1,023 followers on
@madewithmap and six months later, we grew to
10,000 followers without the luxury of being featured,
press, or paying for followers. True story!
Play with the growth percentage and take into consideration week 1 and 2. Are you confident that you
can add that many next week (D)? If you aren’t, then
maybe your six month goal isn’t realistic based on your
current marketing strategies. You’ll need to change up
your tactics, lower your growth percentage, or lower
your six month goal. I would advise that you never go
below 5%.

4.2

ER… COMPOUND
GROWTH
PERCENTAGE?

“

“ IF YOU DID THIS ONCE A WEEK,

YOU’LL HAVE 24 OPPORTUNITIES
TO EXPERIMENT AND ITERATE AS
OPPOSE TO JUST 6. TAKE THESE
WEEKS AS A TIME TO CHANGE IT UP!
WHAT GOT YOU HERE, WON’T GET
YOU THERE.”

Often, people think of linear growth. For example, “I
grow my Instagram following by 1000 each month!”
That’s linear growth.
The problem with linear growth is that when you start,
there’s no way you can grow by 1000 a month! Sha, I
wish. When you start you’ll grow with very small numbers. Eventually, you’ll be able to grow even more each
week. Alas, the party has to end at some point. Your
growth percentage will eventually go down because
of internal limits or you’ve tapped out your market.
That’s the good ole’ S Curve for ya.

CHECK IN EVERY
WEEK,
EVERY MONTH.

P u n o i s t h e C o - Fo n d e r o f M a p a n d i l o v e c r e a t i v e s.
From ads for creative opportunities and events to
tools like Insta g ram Marketing courses, ilovecreatives is helping creatives sustain that Slashie life.
Yo u c a n f i n d h e r i n I c e l a n d m a k i n g S t a r T r e k g i f s ,
out and about collaborating with other creatives, or
in DTLA on the hunt for the city’s best food.

Before I grew a team, I would check in every Monday
and fill out this sheet to see where I was. If you did this
once month, you would get so overwhelmed with your
goals. If you did this once a week, you’ll have 24 opportunities to experiment and iterate as oppose to just
6. Take these weeks as a time to change it up! What got
you here, won’t get you there.
Do your business a favor and stick to this every week
for the next six months. Once you’ve hit your goal, just
stop and work on other parts of your business. Just
promise that you will never miss a weekly goal. Or,
check your expectations and limitations so you don’t
get super discouraged. Remember, it’s not as good as
you hope, but it’s not as bad as you’re making it.

4.2

A S HIF TIN G
P E R CEPTIO N
OF “WIN N I N G ”
By Ryan Cummins & Matt Pohlson

4.3

Then, when we had the opportunity to partner with
Disney, Lucasfilm and J.J. Abrams to offer fans the
chance to Have a Walk-on Role in Star Wars: Episode
VII, and the campaign raised $4.26M in donations for
UNICEF Innovation Labs from donors from 125 countries, we knew that Omaze could be bigger than exciting, it could be great.

“

...WINNING BEGINS AT A MORE
FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL OF INDIVIDUALS AND

Ryan & Matt are the co-founders of Omaze, a cause
marketplace that raises money and awareness for
charity by offering the change to win once-in-a-lifetime experiences.

THE CULTURE THEY CREATE...”

J

ust over two years ago we launched
Omaze, which raises money and
awareness for charity by offering the
chance to win once-in-a-lifetime experiences. If you’d asked us during those kickoff days
what “winning” meant, we would have detailed our
business objectives to advance the social impact space
by partnering with the world’s biggest celebrities to offer everyone a shot at amazing experiences benefitting
causes. That was our primary goal for Omaze, which
offered more than enough motivation for our very
small but hungry team to get things off the ground.
And while it took many critical learning lessons to get
our model right, we soon appreciated that Omaze was
becoming an exciting business when three of our experience campaigns raised over $1 Million in donations
for their causes.
Ride in a Tank and Crush a Car with Arnold Schwarzenegger: $1.12M
Go on a Date with George Clooney: $1.23M

Looking back, it’s apparent now that those early breakthrough moments also sparked a deeper appreciation
for our perception of “winning” and what that really
means. As our business scaled, we had to scale our team.
And as we did that, it became increasingly clear that
Omaze’s business objectives – the external markers we
initially believed would constitute success – were 100%
predicated on our ability to foster greatness within the
organization, at every level, within every individual.
This may seem obvious, but as first-time cofounders
it’s something we feel fortunate to have learned in what
we still consider to be the early days of our company.
Because this simple realization – that “winning” begins at a more fundamental level of individuals and the
culture they create – has provided a key to opening up
the true potential of Omaze. To begin, it’s positioned
us to connect our core team around a foundation of
collectively shared values. And that foundation has
subsequently enabled the rapid growth of our team in
a manner that continually reinforces that foundation.
Better yet, we’re seeing how that virtuous cycle fosters
an environment where every member of our team is
recognized as a valuable contributor to the company and our mission, in turn empowering everyone to
build upon and advance our initial business objectives.
But perhaps best of all, it’s cultivated an environment
where we all take our work seriously, but not ourselves,
so our days become a healthy balance of constructive
debate and tear-inducing laughter.

Ride with Aaron Paul in a Winnebago to the
Finale of Breaking Bad: $1.7M

4.3

When Chelsea generously invited us to participate in
this edition of Shape Shift we felt honored to contribute to the dialogue and humbled given its theme of
“winning”. Two years in, we are our proud of the things
Omaze has accomplished in the social impact space.
At the same time we know we’ve only just scratched
the surface of our vision and what’s possible in this
space. So if we can share anything of value relating to
this theme, its this lesson we’ve learned for ourselves,
that the opportunity for accomplishing something truly great in the world relies on embracing that process
of cultivating greatness in every single member of the
team. That is “winning”. Well, that and the chance to
Live the Best Night of Your Life with Robert Downey
Jr. at the Premiere of Avengers, or Have John Legend
Sing at Your Wedding, or Play Tennis with Serena Williams or…

4.3

T HE
O RI G I N S O F

VICTORY
By Noah Buck

S

A fer vent believer in the value of adventure, Noah
has traveled throughout the world absorbing inspiration from a litany of people, places, cultures, and
creative sensibilities. He has contributed to the development of digital identities for a range of brands
s u c h a s A m e x , Ta r g e t , P l a y b o y , a n d N e t f l i x a n d i s
cur rentl y Matte Black’s Client Strate gist.

hortly after college graduation I impulsively moved to New York City. No job.
No friends. No plan. Yet from somewhere between my brain and my gut
spouted this confidence - this blind
trust that despite the sky high likelihood of failure, I
was going to triumph. I was going to come out a winner.
My plane left the runway at Portland International just as the sun was coming up. Looking down on
the city I’d called home for most of my life, the realization that I was essentially running full-tilt into the
unknown - and doing so entirely alone - saturated my
entire body, prompting that dreadful inner quandary,
“am I making a mistake?”
Then came the doubting, the fear, the wondering why I’d been so reckless and headstrong and taken
such a silly chance. Who was I kidding? The closest
thing to security I had waiting for me was a friend-of-

4.4

a-friend’s guest room and even that was only for a week
or so. I was probably going to be devoured by the city
famed for crushing dreams and sapping the spirit out
of even the most optimistic.
A warm voice jarred me from my inward tailspin, “so
what brings you to Houston?”
The voice belonged to a petite woman wearing a floral blouse and tinted glasses who looked to be in her
sixties.
“Houston?” I responded, puzzled. “Oh, no I’m not
headed to Houston. Just connecting. I’m on the way to
New York.”
“I love New York,” the flowery woman exclaimed,
“how long will you be visiting?”
“Actually I’m moving there.”
Hearing myself say the words, I felt a flash of my initial confidence.

“

VICTORY IS
NEVER EARNED
BY THOSE WHO
FAIL TO BEGIN.”

“That’s quite the move,” the woman said, “you must
be very excited.”
“Yes,” and right then I realized I meant it, “yes, I am
very excited. Although honestly a little nervous.”
“Well of course you are,” she responded, “this sort
of thing always is. But at least for you the hardest part
is over.”
“It is?” I replied, slightly incredulous, “but I haven’t
even gotten there yet.”
“No, but the plane’s left the ground. There’s no going
back now,” she sounded almost gleeful as she continued, “the hardest part of doing something truly big
is deciding to start. And look at you - you’re on your
way!”
The simplicity of her point belied the weight of its impact. Sure, this move was not necessarily going to be
easy but my desire to go through with it - to chase after
something I knew to be personally meaningful - had
officially moved beyond a want and become an action.
I don’t recall what the flowery woman and I chatted
about the rest of the way to Houston. Although what
she managed to say before the pilot had turned off the
seat belt sign has stuck with me throughout the adventure that has been my life since then - Victory is never
earned by those who fail to begin.
New York proved to indeed be the magnificent beginning to a life and career I am proud to have cultivated,
fought for, earned, and now enjoy. Having confidence
in the knowledge that this was made possible because
I chose to take the first step, despite the odds...well,
that’s what I call being a champion.
It’s funny how often overcoming “the odds” is mentioned during many tales of success. Funnier still is
how often “the odds” are implied to be something intangible and ultimately unalterable. The truth is this:
challenging the odds and coming out victorious is rarely a flat gamble as the terminology might imply - more
often, winning in the face of difficult odds is a matter
of thoughtfully and intentionally working to shift the
odds to a more favorable level.
Break it down like this:

4.4

ASSESS
List existing capabilities and goals. Listing allows for
stress-management and prioritization which feeds directly into step 2.
MAKE DEADLINES
Establish 1 daily, 1 weekly, and 1 monthly deadline
specific to your highest priority goals. Deadlines act
as both motivators and opportunities for daily, weekly,
and monthly wins translating into larger victories.
And finally...
BEGIN
Assessment and deadlines are excellent preparation
- but beware the trap of always preparing and never
firing the starting shot. Set a date, hold to it. Be intentional.
While not wanting to lapse into the exhausted, “your
life is your story, write your own ending” speech, I will
say that charging full-tilt into the unfamiliar with a decision to trust your ingenuity is among the best ways to
find championship.
Whether developing a brand, launching a startup,
crafting a strategy, learning a new language, or any
of so many, many other endeavors - outcomes aside starting is the one thing all winners have in common.
Want to be a winner? Stop wanting and start doing.

4.4
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O B S E RVAT I O N S

THE FOCUS OF THIS ISSUE IS ON VICTORY. SO INSTEAD OF POLLING RANDOM PEOPLE, WE DECIDED TO ASK THE EXPERTS THEMSELVES WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED SUCCESS TROUGH A BUSINESS
OR PERSONAL ENDEAVOR. FROM CEOS TO CREATORS, TO INNOVATORS IN TECH AND EDITORS AT PUBLICATIONS, WE ASKED:
“WHAT DO/DID YOU DO AS [INSERT POSITION HERE] TO STAY RELEVANT EVERYDAY?”
HERE IS WHAT THEY SAID:

“

GARETT AWAD
PARTNER, REVISIT PRODUCTS

Staying relevant is a question of relativity. I think it
depends on what I am trying to stay relevant to, and
in that case its our audience as a brand. Probably an
obvious statement, but I like to try to live as close as
a lifestyle to our customer as possible. I think the best
way to relate to others to walk in their footsteps. For us
that is a mixture of travel, conservation, and fashion,
each taking hold in different ways. For example, if I
worked for a Wal-Mart I would actually try to live at a
pace equal to my customer, as its very hard to get inside
someone’s head when you are living a completely different lifestyle. I am constantly reading trend reports,
fashion blogs, newspaper articles, watching instagram,
looking at the political spectrum…etc. and looking for
cultural trends within my specific demographic. After a while all the noise seems to make sense and you
can gain a stronger understanding of how to build a
brand, business, and set of activations in the right way.
A lot of times I think what are the cultural triggers
that move and progress society. For example, I think
at a macro scale it’s things like religion, politics, POP
culture, larger & small art movements, and the economy to name a few. Understanding what is happening at
a macro level can guide our framework for what that
drives at a micro level. Everything is influenced by the
world around us, so it just takes paying attention to
figure out the best way to stay relevant.

“

RESHMA SAUJANI
FOUNDER, GIRLS WHO CODE

I’m not afraid to fail. If you haven’t failed yet, it’s time
to start taking bigger risks. I don’t do anything small
and I encourage others to take big leaps as well.

5

“

“
“

DREW ELLIOT
CCO, PAPER MAGAZINE

DANIELLE GANO

I focus on the young and the old to draw my inspiration and stay relevant in todays world. In the digital
age, people are looking for the new and fresh as well
as the nostalgia. For example, take our BREAK THE
INTERNET issue, we paired Kim Kardashian who
resonates with youth and had legendary photographer
Jean Paul Goude recreate an image from 1976. What
an exciting mash up. The 74 and the 34 year old made
history! That makes me excited.

CEO & FOUNDER, ELLE COMMUNICATIONS

In an effort to remain relevant in the world of PR,
I focus a lot of my effort and attention externally,
whether that means creating new relationships, nurturing pre-existing relationships or learning from information in the press, online or otherwise. However, I
think it’s important for my creativity, focus and personal well-being to balance my extroverted professional
life with good sleep, healthy food, a solid workout and
quiet quality time with the people I love the very most.

I look to Instagram for so much of my inspiration. I
follow young people who live in LA, vintage booksellers, tattoo artists, celebrities, and photographers. Not
only can you see imagery that inspires you, but you can
also see what the world thinks is relevant given that the
engagement is transparent. I even go to new platforms
like Snapchat and Yik Yak to see what is resonating
with young people.
In my old school way, I also take to the road. I invest
a lot in experiences. I go to museums, stores, concerts,
and fashion shows around the world to see how a trend
is formulated. It is very difficult these days, as things
are not right in your backyard. We truly live in a global
world. Yes, you can see things on the internet, but you
can’t feel the impact unless you are there. The mix of
tangible and experiential are key in a digital age, it is
an AND not an OR.

DAVID SCHOFIELD

CEO, RESTAURANT REVOLUTION TECHNOLOGIES

As a CEO, it is essential that I think out of the box.
There is a always a better way of doing things, a more
efficient and effective approach, compared to doing
what has always been done in the past. My favorite
quote is from Albert Einstein, where he stated: “the
true sign of insanity is doing the same things over and
over again, and expecting different results”. I motivate
my teams to think differently, to push themselves, to
create a better mousetrap.

Last but not least, I still work in the nightclub. So many
things over the years have come out of the clubs. I work
at a restored supper club called The Diamond Horseshoe in New York. I produce a weekly party. Sounds
crazy for a 33 year old who has a full time job to throw
a weekly nightclub party, but it keeps my eyes opened.
You see the fashion, you meet people, you hear music. I get inspired! Just think Madonna, Dior Couture,
Punk, and Hip Hop all came out of clubs. We look at
Studio 54, Danceteria, and The Mudclub and so much
of what is in the current culture was influenced by the
people in these nightspots.

5

“
“

CASEY COURTER
CO-FOUNDER, GIVE-PERF

I carry around a small journal in my pocket at all times & I’m
always jotting down ideas for new products or unique ways
to tell our story in the marketplace. My journal is my most
valuable tool to stay relevant because it is filled with jots of
current happenings and inspirations from all directions.

“

I feel that staying true to yourself is the greatest asset to
building a brand because you create the products you love to
use everyday & hopefully inspire others in the process.

EBENEZER BOND
FOUNDER AND CEO, INVISIBLE NORTH

I constantly flex my curiosity like a muscle. I talk to
our interns about what is inspiring them, I talk to my
cab driver, I listen to the old women on the subway or
the high school kids in the park… sources are endless.
I am constantly consuming media from a wide variety
of sources, blogs, podcasts, newspapers, magazines,
Snapchat...Vice, Forbes, Wall Street Journal, Juxtapose, BuzzFeed, World Star Hip Hop, WWD, etc. BUT
most importantly, I try every day to push my curiosity
and pay attention to the unexpected art and artists.
The concept of an “artist” to me is someone who is
thinking creatively, with a different perspective— “outside of the box”. This could be a musician, a designer,
a filmmaker etc (and I definitely pay attention to all of
these...music and design are personal obsessions) but
most often art that surprises me, comes from the people who are thinking creatively about fields that are
not considered artistic in a traditional sense .... politics, math, science, tech, law, business, real estate... in
my world we need artists in all of these fields and they
are out there. I learn about them from all different
types of media and friends and I pay attention to what
is inspiring them, what is inspiring their community
and how they are changing the world.

CLARA INFANTE

DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL, KEMOSABE RECORDS

I stay relevant by repeating this mantra to myself in
every situation: Stay young and fresh, don’t take no for
an answer.
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PORTRAIT

OLIVIA LOPEZ IS THE POWERHOUSE
BEHIND THE SITE LUST FOR LIFE.
ASIDE FROM BLOGGING, OLIVIA IS
A JOURNALIST, FREELANCE WRITER AND CREATIVE CONSULTANT.
SHE LOVES ALL THINGS FASHION,
FLIGHTS, FOOD & FESTIVALS.

O L I V I A L O P E Z // L O S A N G E L E S , C A

SS: What’s your 9-5? (Or let’s be real, your 8 to 8?)

SS: What kind of writing do you do? Is this writing/

editing for your blog or do you do it as a hobby
outside of your blog?

OL: If I’m not traveling, my LA routine on a good day

involves waking up a 5 am for my 6 am yoga class,
followed by a morning meeting over coffee. By 8
I’m normally back at my loft writing and editing
until the afternoon. I’m most productive in the
morning so I tackle my most grueling tasks before
noon. It helps that most of my work emails operate on New York office hours so my afternoons
free up for more meetings or creative endeavors.
If I’m not running errands I’m normally checking out new shops or capping my day with happy
hour with a friend in town, and by 6 pm I’m on
my way to a cocktail party or a dinner.

OL: Once in awhile I contribute fashion or travel fea-

tures for other magazines. I used to provide digital content for Seventeen and was a part of Teen
Vogue’s blogger collective as well as submitted
a few hotel features for LA Canvas. Writing and
shooting is my full time job but also my hobby,
chances are I’ll cover something that interests me
even if it’s not commissioned.
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SS: How did you get into doing what you do?
OL: I started my site in school as a creative outlet, but

it was a mixture of internships and interests that
involved pursuing journalism, buying and styling
while I was studying business that helped set a
foundation for the diverse range of work that the
term blogging vaguely defines.
SS: How has your business degree contributed to

your success?
OL: Taking business classes really helped provide

context for the jobs and internships I was doing
because everything I learned was applicable immediately.
SS: When are you your most creative?
OL: I’m most creative while I’m traveling, mostly in

those in-transit moments when I’m alone. Whether it’s a 9 hour flight looking out a window with a
pen and paper in hand or stuck in LA traffic listening to podcasts, it’s those in between moments
when I’m engulfed in thought that I feel I come
up with the most interesting ideas.
SS: How often do you travel? Where is the most

inspiring place you’ve ever traveled to?
OL: From January to June I’ll be home for 2 to 3

weeks out of the month, and June through September I’ll only be home for one or two days to
re-pack. Berlin inspires me creatively and culturally because of the diversity in work and amount
of innovation taking shape in design, publishing
and hospitality.
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SS: What does “Victory” mean to you?
OL: Victory to me means accomplishing something

against all odds.
SS: Give us an example of a time that you’ve found

victory.
OL: Being able to ideate, pitch, and execute a cam-

paign while working directly with a brand I align
with is my small victory in blogging.
SS:

Who is someone to follow on Instagram?

OL: My favorite right now is @cschoonover. His use

of light/color/composition just blows me away.
SS: Do you ever get sick of Instagram or social

media? Or do you look at it differently since it
makes up a big part of your career?
OL: My social media story began during the MySpace

days, way back when Sophia Amoruso would
message me about modeling for Nasty Gal’s
ebay store. Needless to say growing up and going
through every social media platform and carving
a career built on social definitely takes a toll. The
only thing that has kept me from burning out is
taking breaks. I unplug after every fashion week
and my social media work day ends when the sun
goes down.
SS: What’s your go-to source for inspiration?
OL: I go through image saving binges on Tumblr,

but nothing burns into my memory and moves
me more than a good film or a visit to The Last
Bookstore.
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APRIL
This calendar is to help you get ahead of the social game,
because no one wants to be last to post on #nationaltequiladay.
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DA Y S T O N O T E

1

3

GO O D F R I DAY

5
WO R L D H E A LT H DAY

15

All Month:

NATIONAL H UMOR MO N T H
NATIONAL P ECA N MO N T H
SEXUAL ASSAULT AWA R E N E S S
MONT H

A P R I L F OOLS D AY

EA ST ER

7
I N COM E TA X ES D U E

L OS A N G EL ES
4
L A BE E R F E S T I VAL

10
PA PE R FLOW E R WO R KS H O P @ T HE LINE

17
C A L I F O R N I A P O P PY F EST I VAL

19
S TA G E COACH

25
F I E S TA BR OADWAY

ST RI PPED STORI ES (Be g ins)

5
COCHELLA WEEKEND 1

11
COCHELLA WEEKEND 2

18
BROKECHELLA

24
L A COM EDY F EST

28

NE W YORK CI T Y

1
C H E R RY B LO S S O M S EASON

5
T R I BE C A F I L M F E S T I VA L (Be g ins)

21
F I VE B O R O C R A F T B E ER F EST

27

WAT CH M A RCH M A D N ES S @ P EN N SYLVANIA 6

2
EAST ER PARADE

16
ORCHI D SHOW ON NY B OTANI CAL GARDENS

25
T RI B ECA F I L M F EST I VAL (Ends)

LONDON

1
E A S T E R H O L I DAYS

11
LO N D O N O R G I N A L P R I N T FA I R BEG I NS

26

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD:
CU T F ROM T HE PAST EXHI B I T I ON

3
OX F O RD V CA M B RI D G E B OAT RA CE

23
LON DON M A RAT H ON

UNTIL NEXT TIME
While you’re waiting, enjoy the weekly
news + soundbytes on
www.shapeshiftreport.co

@shapeshiftreport // @wearematteblack

